
Memorising Richard Barrett's knospend-gespaltener for clarinet in C 

Scholars and orators used to memorise whole speeches and large texts by associating each 
thought or idea, paragraph or page to an object or room. In their mind's eye, they would wander 
through a building (for example) where there are perhaps statues or fountains or clearly defined 
spaces, and these features act as mnemonics for the material that they would be after, activating 
the recall of large amounts of information. 

Often the objects had a correlation to what they would speak about, but how can this method be 
applied to the memorisation of music? I memorised Richard Barrett's composition for clarinet in C, 
knospend-gespaltener, which is a very detailed and complex piece, using the above idea and 
colours as my mnemonics. I broke it up into 12 parts (displayed as T1, T2 etc. T = Teil, German for 
part) that corresponded to relatively equidistant structural boundaries, and ones that felt natural 
to me, and assigned them colours that loosely corresponded to the order of the light spectrum. 
The goal was to create an order of colour, that was progressive. I imagined being in a room 
bathed in the light of each colour as I practiced and performed each section. The brain is a 
powerful associative engine, and moving through this system, the colour associations took hold. 

In order to organise this, I made a colour-coded practice plan where I organised the memorising 
efforts (M) equally giving each section enough time, adding only one new section per six-day 
cycle, a cycle determined by the amount of time I had to accomplish the task and the amount of 
time I would have liked to have for run-throughs. After 6 days, M became D (Durchlauf, German 
for run-through) and each subsequent section that had been under revision (R) became an M once 
the previous section had undergone its six-day memory treatment. All D-processes were 
structured by 'increase of effort' i.e. each day adding more to the run-through. This process of 
concentrating on one principal section (M) whilst maintaining my grasp on already memorised 
sections (D) and keeping a lookout for what is to come (R) was a thorough albeit slightly gruelling 
process, but resulted in being able to perform the work from memory, one that I wouldn't have 
otherwise thought memorisable. 

1st cycle: M T1, R T2-12 
2nd cycle: D T1, M T2, R T3-12 
3rd cycle: D T1-2, M T3, R T4-12 
4th cycle: D T1-3, M T4, R T5-12 
5th cycle: D T1-4, M T5, R T6-12 
6th cycle: D T1-5, M T6, R T7-12 
7th cycle: D T1-6, M T7, R T8-12 
8th cycle: D T1-7, M T8, R T9-12 
9th cycle: D T1-8, M T9, R T10-12 
10th cycle: D T1-9, M T10, R T11-12 
11th cycle: D T1-10, M T11, R T12 
12th cycle: D T1-11, M T12 
13th cycle: D T1-12 
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